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Schedule

Day One 16th March

1
Keynote (Professor Sandra Milligan) Learner profiles
Sandra Milligan will introduce the project and research supporting the implementation of 
learner profiles.

2
Developmental assessment theory and the ARC methodology
Participants will be introduced to principles of developmental assessment and the ARC 
methodology. 

3
Choosing your competency
Participants will decide on the competencies they wish to assess and organise 
development/trial groups. They will develop an initial plan and dates for stage completion.
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Schedule

Day Two 17th March

1

Developing a progression I
• Questions from day one
• Participants will be guided through the process of developing a learning progression. This 

session will collect and group teacher thinking around student work in the domain of 
interest (construct).

2

Developing a progression II
Participants will be guided through the process of developing a learning progression. This 
session will ask teachers to write level statements based on the previous session’s work and 
will include a presentation on writing level statements.

3 Plenary – sharing and where to next.



Learner Profile Pilot Project

This project represents a collaboration between the Association of Independent Schools of South 
Australia (AISSA), Catholic Education South Australia (CESA) and the South Australian Secondary 
Principals’ Association (SASPA).

The Assessment Research Centre (ARC) of the Melbourne Graduate School of Education, The 
University of Melbourne has been contracted by the project partners to deliver a 2 year program of 
specialised learning and support.

• Year 1 of the project will focus on the principles of assessment and recognition of complex 
competencies.

• Year 2 of the project will focus on developing a Learner Profile through a warranted recognition 
process.



This should describe you…

Schools ready and willing to explore additional 
ways of recognizing and certifying learning and 
the development of complex capabilities.

Applications are sought from schools who have a 
Year 10-12 context. 
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Meet and greet your project partners

1. Find someone from your sector at another school

– What is your capability of interest (you may have more than one, or may not have one at 
this stage)?

– What steps have you taken so far to recognise and certifying learning and the development 
of complex capabilities?

– What difficulties have you experienced in the above?

2. Find someone from another sector

– Ask the same questions as above

3. Return to your school table to share and synthesise your discussions.

– What key question arose from your discussions? Post one as a school group at 
pollev.com/jasonp659 7
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Define your 
educational 
purpose and 

identify 
constructs and 

stakeholders

Develop a 
progression that 

describes 
increasing levels 
of sophistication 

in a capability

Develop rubrics 
that identify 
observable 
behaviours 
matched to 

levels of 
competence

Create an 
assessment task 

that elicits 
observable 
behaviours

Record evidence 
of task 

performance

Interpret quality 
of performance 

using rubrics

Identify and 
award 

competence 
level against 
progression

ARC assessment and recognition process



Construct

Stakeholders

Purpose

Definitions(s)

Progression

Competence

Levels of 
ability

Curriculum

Experience

Empirical

Rubrics

Criterion 
referenced 
framework

Observable 
evidence

Capabilities

Indicators

Task Creation

Knowledge

Skills

Attitudes

Values

Beliefs

Evidence 
Collection

Observable

Performance

Product

Authentic

Evidence 
Interpretation

Evidence

Rubrics

Judgement 

Progression

Micro-
credential

Report

Ruby

ARC assessment and recognition process



What is a learning progression?

The ARC definition of learning progressions begins with a definition 
of competence: 

‘Competence is a latent trait that defines a person’s capacity to 
perform tasks and demonstrate skills. It is a latent or ‘hidden’ 
personal attribute that can only be inferred from observing how 
much and how well a person manifestly performs a set of skills 
related to the trait in a range of contexts (Griffin, 2018, p. 100).’
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What is a learning progression?

Competencies are an amalgam of:

• Knowledges 

• Skills

• Attitudes

• Values/Ethics

• Beliefs

13



What is a learning progression?

‘When descriptions of the evidence are arranged in order of their 
complexity, difficulty, sophistication, and so on, a continuum or 
progression is formed… When the continuum is organised into 
stages defined by cohesive collections of evidence, it is called a 
developmental [or learning] progression’ (Griffin, 2018, pp. 102-
103).
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What is a learning progression?

This ordering of evidence on a continuum can be achieved using a 
range of evidence-based methodologies, including expert opinion 
and mathematical modelling. 
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What is a learning progression?
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What is a learning progression?
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Progression 
of Social 
Capacity

This is an empirically derived 
progression developed by the 
Assessment Research Centre.

What is a learning progression?



At a macro level Alonzo and Gotwals (2012, p. 3) observe that 
‘Learning progressions… offer a promising framework for bringing 
coherence to multiple facets of the educational system [and] have 
the potential to inform the design of standards, large-scale and 
classroom assessments, curricula, and teacher professional 
development.’
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Why are learning progression useful?



‘Corcoran, Mosher, and Rogat (2009, p. 17) concur in noting that 
the various elements of an education system ‘…are interested in the 
development of learning progressions, and many believe that 
learning progressions can lead to development of more focused 
standards, better designed curricula, better assessments, and 
ultimately more effective instruction and improved student learning 
of science.’

20

Why are learning progression useful?
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Why are learning progression useful?

Curriculum Pedagogy Assessment

• Define constructs for learning

• Set context of learning

• Inform curriculum

• Set achievable learning goals

• Target teaching

• Check effectiveness of 

teaching 

• Informs valid assessments

• Provides feedback for 

students

• Supports developmental 

learning



A criterion referenced framework
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Quality Criteria

Builds on ideas of others Justifies opinions about text
Students at this level reflect on and integrate 
the contributions of others when formulating 
ideas.

Responds to others’ points of 
view

Acknowledges other points of 
view

Connects ideas in text to own 
experiences

Students at this level recognise participants’ 
and text’s ideas in conversation.  

Contributes to conversation Asks relevant questions Explains ideas in text
Students at this level make relevant 
contributions to discussion by drawing on 
textual knowledge.

Listens to conversation Expresses ideas Recalls events in text
Students at this level participate in 
discussions about text.

Insufficient Evidence Insufficient Evidence Insufficient Evidence

Progression

Indicators Participates in conversation Uses linguistic conventions Expresses ideas about text

Capabilities Responds to literature Uses language to interact with others

Progression: A 
description of a typical 
learning pathway along 
which learners progress 
as their competence 
increases.

Quality criteria: The 
description of behaviours 
that align to a level on a 
developmental 
progression. 

Indicator: A behaviour 
from which it is possible 
to infer a capability –
what the learner can do.

Capability: An 
identifiable component 
of a competency that 
specifies something a 
learner knows or is able 
to do.



A progression describes increasing levels of 
sophistication in a construct, latent trait or learner 
characteristic. 
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Quality criteria identify behaviours aligned to a 
level on a developmental progression. 

Progressions and quality criteria

Students at this level reflect on and integrate 
the contributions of others when formulating 
ideas.

Students at this level recognise participants’ 
and text’s ideas in conversation.  

Students at this level make relevant 
contributions to discussion by drawing on 
textual knowledge.

Students at this level participate in 
discussions about text.

Progression

Builds on ideas of others Justifies opinions about text

Responds to others’ points 
of view

Acknowledges other points 
of view

Connects ideas in text to 
own experiences

Contributes to conversation Asks relevant questions Explains ideas in text

Listens to conversation Expresses ideas Recalls events in text

Insufficient Evidence Insufficient Evidence Insufficient Evidence



Progressions and quality criteria

Progressions and quality criteria perform different roles:

• Progressions describe the development of a learner trait (e.g. 
reading comprehension) in a student

• Quality criteria describes the behaviours (e.g. identifies themes) 
that are evidence of the learning

24



Progressions and quality criteria

Quality criteria can not be ‘aggregated’ to make progressions (level 
statements)

– Aggregating behaviours will not identify the underlying learner 
trait you want to develop in students (e.g. discussion 
participant)

25



Progressions and quality criteria
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Listens to conversation Expresses ideas Recalls events in text

Aggregated Criteria Synthesised Learner Trait

Students at this level listens to conversation, 
expresses ideas and recalls events in texts.

Students at this level participate in discussions 
about text.

Aggregated Criteria:
• Atomised behaviours
• Adds nothing to 

framework
• May lead to ‘tick-a -

box’ teaching

Synthesised Learner Trait
• Contextualises

skills/behaviours
• Holistic description of 

student competency
• Encourages teaching to 

the competency
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Atomised!

The National Curriculum is atomised (lists discrete skills that do not capture the emergent property 
of a developing competency).
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Progression?

The National Curriculum does not have a progression (a description of a typical learning pathway 
along which learners progress as their competence increases).
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Hypothesised.

The National Curriculum is hypothesised (an expert estimation of progress that may not reflect 
students’ actual development).



What is a learning progression?

This ordering of evidence on a continuum can be achieved using a 
range of evidence-based methodologies, including expert opinion
and mathematical modelling.
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Define construct

List actions, behaviours, 
anecdotes, work 
samples etc. for 

construct

Group observations into 
high/medium/low

Write descriptions for 
levels of competence 
(high/medium/low)



Construct development activity

Think

Pair

Share

32



Self – Management 

The ability to regulate emotions, overcome 
difficulties, and achieve learning goals 
through self-discipline. 

Construct

Construct 
definition



Construct and definition (based on Australian 
Curriculum?)

Decide on your 
construct and 
definition as a school. 
Record it on 
PollEverywhere.
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Construct development activity

Think

Pair

Share
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Construct development activity

Think

Pair again

Share

36



Construct development activity

Think

Pair one 
more time?

Share

37



Construct and definition (based on Australian 
Curriculum?)

Post your synthesised 
group construct 
definition on 
PollEverywhere. Is a 
consensus emerging?

38



Define construct

List actions, behaviours, 
anecdotes, work 
samples etc. for 

construct

Group observations into 
high/medium/low

Write descriptions for 
levels of competence 
(high/medium/low)
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Ethical Understanding learning continuum

The National Curriculum is large grained (does not describe smaller developments in competency 
that are useful for assessment and teaching purposes).
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Grain size

The National Curriculum is large grained (does not describe smaller developments in competency 
that are useful for assessment and teaching purposes – one ‘step’ in four years).



Examples…

Asks questions when confused

Seeks distractions when encountering difficulties

Keeps work orderly in folders (digital/analogue)

Finds it challenging to identify interests

Is really proud about progress

Prefers to work alone

Loses track of progress 

Pursues interests without reference to learning plan
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High

Example 

Example

Example

Medium

Example

Example

Example

Low

Example

Example

Example



Examples of emergent properties

In describing a great art work such as Van Gogh’s The Starry 
Night we might list the various elements of the work such 
as: composition, texture, subject matter, use of colour and 
light etc. In doing so we would not manage to capture the 
holistic effect of the these elements.

44

Emergent entities (properties or substances) ‘arise’ out of more fundamental entities 
and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with respect to them.              (O'Connor and Wong, 2015)



Examples of emergent properties

We need to ‘stand back’ and consider the emergent property 
of these synthesised elements. This property might be 
described as ‘artistry’ and better represent the experience of 
the work.

45

Emergent entities (properties or substances) ‘arise’ out of more fundamental entities 
and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with respect to them.              (O'Connor and Wong, 2015)



Examples of emergent properties

Progressions must describe the ‘emergent property’ in 
terms of a latent learner trait or characteristic.
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Emergent entities (properties or substances) ‘arise’ out of more fundamental entities 
and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with respect to them.              (O'Connor and Wong, 2015)



Examples of emergent properties

‘The painting portrays the passion the painter had for 
nighttime where the powerful sky sits above the quiet 
village… Gogh is contrasting life and death with the stars and 
moon being the main light sources. The thick, obvious 
brushstrokes are used to dramatize the motions of the stars, 
clouds and moon. Even with the dark night in the painting, it 
is still possible to see the light of hope with the shining stars 
as a light of guidance.’
https://medium.com/@raphaeladowdinggreen/an-evaluation-of-the-interpretations-of-vincent-van-goghs-starry-night-
cf1352edd589
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Emergent entities (properties or substances) ‘arise’ out of more fundamental entities 
and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with respect to them.              (O'Connor and Wong, 2015)

https://medium.com/@raphaeladowdinggreen/an-evaluation-of-the-interpretations-of-vincent-van-goghs-starry-night-cf1352edd589
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Progressions

Developed using evidence from 
student behaviour

Show typical pathway of student 
learning

Levels mark transformations in 
what students know and can do

Describe behaviours that 
represent qualitative shifts in 
sophistication  
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Level descriptions
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• Are written from a 
synthesis of behaviours 
at the same level of 
difficulty

• Include only a sample of 
all these students know 
and can do

• Designed to bring 
students to mind

LEVEL 
H

Focus on evidence for alternatives

Students combine overall 
understanding with an attention to 
detail that enables them to focus on 
subtleties and consider alternative 
implications of words and texts. 
They can identify words and 
phrases that support different sides 
of an argument and make use of 
formal definitions and technical 
language to consider alternative 
meanings. They are able to hold in 
mind detailed information from 
different parts of a text while 
weighing up evidence. They can 
identify different levels of meaning 
in a text.



Using progressions
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• Teachers can use progressions as 
a prompt to design tasks and 
interpret and record student 
behaviour 

• Students can use the statements 
as a signpost for what is 
important and what 
improvement looks like and to 
self/peer assess

• Adaptable models in the case of 
complex competencies



How to write level 
statements 

Step 1 – Identify a theme (nutshell statement)

• At each level, look across the criteria for a 
common theme (e.g. recognising, 
implementing, sustaining, embedding). If it is 
possible, write a nutshell statement, a phrase 
or a heading to express the theme. If it helps, 
use verbs from a taxonomy (eg. SOLO/Blooms), 
but don’t be bound by the taxonomy.



Styles of nutshell statements
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Victorian Aspiring 

Principal Assessment -

Leading the management 

of the school
Shaping a culture

Influencing policies and 

outcomes

Using support structures

Meeting leadership 

requirements

Progression of Reading 

Development

Focus on perspective

Focus on critical review

Focus on indeterminate 

meaning

Focus on distinguishing 

the conventional and 

unconventional

Collaborative Learning

Students at this level 

harness group 

interactions to improve 

learning.
Students at this level 

utilise group interactions 

to monitor progress.
Students at this level 

value group interactions

Students at this level 
participate with their 
group



How to write level statements
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Step 1 – Identify qualitative differences

• To identify a common theme at one level, it can be helpful to look at the 
levels above or below. The common theme should identify a qualitative 
difference between the levels, capturing the behaviours required for 
transition from one to the other. Comparison between the levels can help 
to crystallise a theme at each level.



Collaborative Problem Solving – How People work 
together to solve problems to reach common goals
2.3. Mentors 

others to build 

confidence to 
contribute

4.4 Facilitates or 

mediates 

resolution

9.2. Negotiates 

task sharing 

based on team 

collaboration/ to 

build team skills 
(may allow  for 

someone to build 

skills, etc)

11.3 Manages 

resources to 

accomplish team 
goals

At this level, a person manages 

and oversees the problem-solving 

process. He/she mentors and 

facilitates members of the team to 

solve the problem and manages team 
contribution and resources. 

1.3 Adapts 

contribution to 

team 
requirements

4.3. Seeks 

support from 

others to resolve 
differences

5.4 Engages 

others’ 

perspectives to 

understand the 
problem

6.3. Evaluates 

problem/issue to 

determine next 
steps

7.3. Oversees 

potential 

problems

8.3 Prioritises an 

option for a 

solution by 

considering all 
options

9.1. Allocates 

tasks aligned 

w ith strengths 

and w eaknesses 

of team 
members

10.2 Tracks ow n 

progress in 

relation to team 
goals

At this level, a person 

understands/recognises the 

different roles of members in a 

team. He/she makes use of the 

varying skills and abilities of team 
members to solve the problem. 

He/she can identify the different 

elements of a problem and if 

necessary can adapt their 

contribution to suit the needs of the 
team.

1.2. Matches 

contributions to 

team goals

2.2. Draw s out 

others’ 

contributions 

through 
questioning

3.2. Incorporates 

contributions of 

others

4.2 Passes 

resolution of 

differences to 
someone else

5.3 Uses 

evidence to 

understand the 
problem

6.2. Organises 

actions to solve 

the problem

7.2. Plans for 

potential 

problems

8.2 Presents 

different options 

for solution

11.2. Shares 

resources to 

meet team goals

At this level, a person takes 

responsibility for their own role 

w ithin the team. He/she is starting to 

consider the contributions of other 

team members and how  they can 
w ork together to solve the problem.

2.1. Invites 

others to 

contribute

4.1. Identif ies 

reason for 

differences 

betw een team 
members

5.2 Uses existing 

know ledge to 

define the 
problem

6.1. Asks 

questions to 

clarify details of 
the problem

7.1. Identif ies 

potential 

problems based 
on experience

8.1 Seeks ideas 

for solutions

12.2. Addresses 

failure

At this level, a person is beginning 

to understand how the team works 

together to achieve goals/to solve 

problems. He/she is starting to take 
a more active role w ithin the team. 

1.1. Makes a 

contribution

3.1. 

Acknowledges 

others’ 
contributions

5.1 

Acknowledges a 

problem exists

10.1 Checks own 

progress

11.1. Uses 

resources to 

meet individual 
goals

12.1. 

Acknowledges 

failure

At this level, a person works 

alongside others. He/she contribute 

to the team and are aw are of their 
ow n progress in solving a problem. 

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Level statementsIndicator
1. Manages own 

contributions

2. Enables 

others to 

contribute

3. Values 

others’ 

contributions

4. Resolves 

differences

5. Defines the 

problem 

6. Addresses 

the problem –

reactive

7. Manages 

potential 

problems -
proactive

8. Develops 

solution based 

on context

9. Delegates 

tasks as a team

10. Monitors 

progress

11. Organises 

available 

resources (e.g. 
time, materials)

12. Responds to 

failure

Skill Participation/Social regulation Problem solving Task management



How to write level statements

Step 2 – Describe characteristics that drive the behaviours within that 
theme

Use the criteria as a prompt to write qualitative transitions or emergent 
properties that represent the capabilities or performances of people who are 
likely to be placed in this level. To do this, think about the typical behaviours a 
person at this level demonstrates. Think about the criteria as evidence of a 
sample of those behaviours.
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Collaborative Problem Solving – How People work 
together to solve problems to reach common goals
2.3. Mentors 

others to build 

confidence to 
contribute

4.4 Facilitates or 

mediates 

resolution

9.2. Negotiates 

task sharing 

based on team 

collaboration/ to 

build team skills 
(may allow  for 

someone to build 

skills, etc)

11.3 Manages 

resources to 

accomplish team 
goals

At this level, a person manages 

and oversees the problem-solving 

process. He/she mentors and 

facilitates members of the team to 

solve the problem and manages team 
contribution and resources. 

1.3 Adapts 

contribution to 

team 
requirements

4.3. Seeks 

support from 

others to resolve 
differences

5.4 Engages 

others’ 

perspectives to 

understand the 
problem

6.3. Evaluates 

problem/issue to 

determine next 
steps

7.3. Oversees 

potential 

problems

8.3 Prioritises an 

option for a 

solution by 

considering all 
options

9.1. Allocates 

tasks aligned 

w ith strengths 

and w eaknesses 

of team 
members

10.2 Tracks ow n 

progress in 

relation to team 
goals

At this level, a person 

understands/recognises the 

different roles of members in a 

team. He/she makes use of the 

varying skills and abilities of team 
members to solve the problem. 

He/she can identify the different 

elements of a problem and if 

necessary can adapt their 

contribution to suit the needs of the 
team.

1.2. Matches 

contributions to 

team goals

2.2. Draw s out 

others’ 

contributions 

through 
questioning

3.2. Incorporates 

contributions of 

others

4.2 Passes 

resolution of 

differences to 
someone else

5.3 Uses 

evidence to 

understand the 
problem

6.2. Organises 

actions to solve 

the problem

7.2. Plans for 

potential 

problems

8.2 Presents 

different options 

for solution

11.2. Shares 

resources to 

meet team goals

At this level, a person takes 

responsibility for their own role 

w ithin the team. He/she is starting to 

consider the contributions of other 

team members and how  they can 
w ork together to solve the problem.

2.1. Invites 

others to 

contribute

4.1. Identif ies 

reason for 

differences 

betw een team 
members

5.2 Uses existing 

know ledge to 

define the 
problem

6.1. Asks 

questions to 

clarify details of 
the problem

7.1. Identif ies 

potential 

problems based 
on experience

8.1 Seeks ideas 

for solutions

12.2. Addresses 

failure

At this level, a person is beginning 

to understand how the team works 

together to achieve goals/to solve 

problems. He/she is starting to take 
a more active role w ithin the team. 

1.1. Makes a 

contribution

3.1. 

Acknowledges 

others’ 
contributions

5.1 

Acknowledges a 

problem exists

10.1 Checks own 

progress

11.1. Uses 

resources to 

meet individual 
goals

12.1. 

Acknowledges 

failure

At this level, a person works 

alongside others. He/she contribute 

to the team and are aw are of their 
ow n progress in solving a problem. 

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Insufficient 

evidence

Level statementsIndicator
1. Manages own 

contributions

2. Enables 

others to 

contribute

3. Values 

others’ 

contributions

4. Resolves 

differences

5. Defines the 

problem 

6. Addresses 

the problem –

reactive

7. Manages 

potential 

problems -
proactive

8. Develops 

solution based 

on context

9. Delegates 

tasks as a team

10. Monitors 

progress

11. Organises 

available 

resources (e.g. 
time, materials)

12. Responds to 

failure

Skill Participation/Social regulation Problem solving Task management

Sample of behaviours

Focus on language to 
use ‘on the go’



How to write level statements

Step 3 – Review alignment between level statements

• Read level statements from bottom to top or top to bottom and check for 
whether qualitative shifts are apparent.
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Your turn

Step 1 – Identify a theme if helpful – can you think of a nutshell statement?

Step 2 – Describe behaviours/characteristics that drive the behaviours 
within that theme – use your criteria as a prompt

Step 3 – Review alignment between level statements
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Thank you

Subtitle

Identifier first line

Second line


